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M4227
M4227

Engine             Two-cylinder gasoline
Power        27 hp
Load Capacity              2500 lbs.
Transmission          Tandem hydrostatic pump
Tire Size           29 X 1250-15 turf type
Width        
 front wheels inboard      74 in.
 front wheels outboard       83 in.
Length         94 in.
Height          52 in.
Weight
 with standard arms    1700 lbs.
 with hydraulic clamps   1735 lbs.
System capacity        13 gal.

The M4227 is a dependable, economical 
and efficient big roll turf installer.

Plenty of horsepower adds to the Installer’s agility.  At speeds of up to 10 mph, the unit gets jobs done quick!  Adding 
to lower labor costs and increasing productivity.  The standard steering wheel and joystick, controls direction, speed 
and lift making this unit operator friendly.  With four wheel drive and an independent rear steering axle allows this 
unit to crawl over and go just about anywhere you want to lay sod with or without a roll.  Curbs or other obstructions 
are no problem.  A key to this system are its wide, turf-friendly flotation tires that distribute the weight broadly and 
gently to avoid tread marks in the newly rolled turf.

For convenience and safety, the Installer has a dependable, easy to reach parking brake in addition to its hydrostatic 
service brakes.  Traction controls can be unlocked for use in extreme conditions.. just in case the Installer happens to 
get stuck!



M4226DM4226D
Engine              Three-cylinder diesel
Power        26 hp
Load Capacity              2500 lbs.
Transmission          Tandem hydrostatic pump
Tire Size           29 X 1250-15 turf type
Width        
 front wheels inboard      74 in.
 front wheels outboard       83 in.
Length         94 in.
Height          52 in.
Weight
 with standard arms    1825 lbs.
 with hydraulic clamps   1859 lbs.
System capacity        13 gal.

Meet Magnum’s latest Installer, the turf and operator friendly, four-wheel drive machine 
that combines efficiency and dependability into a conveniently compact package 
weighing less than 2000 pounds.  The concept of this Installer grew out of the need for a 
lighter weight, quick moving vehicle for the installation of big rolls of sod, one that could 
handle the terrain but not damage the turf.

A time saving option for the Installer are the hydraulic arm clamps.  The opening and 
closing action allows the arms to pick up a big roll without the need for a rod, which 
means the operator never has to get off the unit to manually change a roll, thereby 
decreasing labor costs.
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The Installer’s compact design makes it simple to 
transport.  The front wheels rotate inward, allowing 
the installer to fit on a standard size utility trailer.  

After reaching the job site, the operator simply rotates 
the first wheel outward and latches the locking arm and 
safety pin and then rotates the other wheel.  In only a 
few minutes the operator is installing the first roll.  

The Installer is a full-featured unit that is light in weight, compact in size but big on features.  They include rear steering, four-wheel drive, flotation tires, 
hydrostat transmission, a powerful gas or diesel engine and solid or hydraulic clamping arms with a 2500 pound lift capacity all combined with an operator 

friendly package that runs at speeds of up to 10mph!
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Magnum’s dependable, economical and efficient big roll turf Installer will keep you on a roll!


